




Our Story

Through the Acts of Good supported by The Foundation, we spread the wings of our son

Gregory. In the simplest and most meaningful form, we honour what was close to his heart and

our contributive adventures from the lifetime we shared.

The Foundation is a tribute to his playful, joyful and caring spirit, his love of life, food, nature,

colours of the world, animals and the underwater world. It was created in honour of his heart

and his love for family and friends, life companions here for each other, bringing something good

to each other.

Education, travel and the many eclectic experiences we had together were an integral part of

our journey. We explored, we investigated, we ventured into different places, lifestyles, cultures

and people’s stories.

We wanted to give back when Greg left this world which was the start of this altruistic project.

We began with a board of ideas, thinking about those who didn’t have the opportunity we had to

explore, to be educated, to give youth the opportunity to do good using their creativity, to feel

safe, to have a good meal, to have heart warming moments, a touch, an opportunity to grow, be

taken care of…

The legacy of a kind hearted young man, a life adventurer and lover of life.
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Our Purpose: Areas of Interest

FOOD PAPER BAG

“ Mum, we can do so much with the food here”, Greg said from our day in the kitchen of a Sikh

temple in Delhi.

“Food brings people together”, we said to each other as we sat down for breakfast with two best

friends who were homeless on the streets of Montreal, having a conversation with them and

being introduced to their pets.

Food paper bag aims to support the distribution of food to the less privileged, be they young or

elderly, bringing people together to pack lunches, prepare meals and distribute them in targeted

areas for workers, seafarers, school kids and students.

SMILE

“We are so privileged to have access to many educative experiences and travel freely to learn”

was at the heart of my conversation with Greg. Giving back to kids who have no access to

schools, education, sports, playtime, creative time and lunch packs was part of our plan..

starting with Ana’s village school in The Philippines.

Smile aims to support schools and projects for youngsters living in remote areas, youngsters

with tough starts and living conditions as well as children’s welfare through specific projects and

initiatives.
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Our Purpose: Areas of Interest

CHARLIE

“Will he find a family Mum, a good family?” Charlie was the last dog Greg went to play with after

school as he was waiting to be re-allocated to a family. Happily, he did find his family. Charlie

aims to support rescue home for animals, vets’ clinics giving treatments to rescue animals and

food supply.

TURTLY

“We were chasing turtles, giant sea turtles, in our day of reef exploration”. Greg was big on

turtles and sharks, in particular. “I feel in my element when under water”, Greg used to say. He

adored scuba diving and snorkeling and the sense of excitement, wonder, colours and the types

of life he wouldn’t see on land. Nature and the Marine environment were a big part of his world.

Turtly aims to support Marine life preservation projects and initiatives; and support an educative

mission.

HUG

The Foundation aims to have an educative impact through creative projects and initiatives

touching all the of our areas of interest, so important to our world today.
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Our Purpose

✚ ✚ ✚ ✚

Food Paper Bag
Food distribution and 

shelter

Smile
Education, Creativity

and Child Welfare

Hug
Environmental Protection

and Awareness

Charlie
Animal Welfare

Turtly
Marine Environmental

Protection and Awareness
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Acts of Good around the World
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Our People

Foundation Board

Our board members

Project Committee

Researching and gathering 

project suggestions

Creative Committee

Bringing our ideas to life

Each committee is made up of 100% friendship, support and love



Foundation Board

Christopher Mills Karine Bailly Mills Nassif BouMalhab Michael Hajdasinski
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Foundation Board

Christopher Mills

Christopher (Chris) Mills is Gregory’s father. He is a dispute

resolution lawyer, partner in an international law firm and, like

Nassif and Michael, he has received recognition for his work

in various legal directories for over 10 years.

He often has said that his dream job would be to be a water-

skiing instructor in the Maldives – slightly less lucrative than a

dispute resolution lawyer, but a lot less stressful.

Chris and Greg shared and engaged together in many

passions including their love of food and cooking, travel and

exploration, scuba diving, performance cars and all manner

of sports, both team and individual. They were more than

father and son; they were inseparable buddies, confidants,

partners in crime and keepers of mutual secrets, each

encouraging the other to pursue their passions. Through

Greg’s participation in them, Chris was able vicariously to

enjoy certain sports which he no longer played.

Chris and Karine have set up The Gregory Mills Foundation

to honour the memory of their beloved son and have roped in

Nassif and Michael to assist them on the Board; and roped in

Greg’s sister (Rebecca (“Bex”)), brother (Jonathan (“JT”))

and friends (including friends of Greg) to assist on various

committees established to further the aims of the Foundation.
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Foundation Board

Karine Bailly Mills

The mum and life companion of Gregory, one of whose best

adventures was to experience motherhood from the vibrant

relationship she had with her son.

A professional background as eclectic as her life with

Gregory, Karine went from the world of luxury fashion houses

to creating coaching programmes and participating in

experiential workshops in behavioral and emotional journeys.

Recently, her main passion lay in writing and creating an

educative adventure with Gregory that would allow him to

develop skills and qualities to be well equipped for the world

we live in, travelling and experiencing cultures, places,

philosophies and altruistic projects while continuing to

explore their passions.

Now, life has taken a radical turn for the story of the family

and, on that new road, her writing will continue alongside the

work for the Foundation with their loved ones to honour the

lifetime of colourful life adventures, their journey and the

legacy of Greg’s creativity and kind-heartedness through acts

of good in many shapes and forms.
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Foundation Board

Nassif BouMalhab

Nassif (Nas) BouMalhab is a lawyer specialised in

international commercial arbitration and litigation based in

Dubai, United Arab Emirates, where he met Greg for the first

time.

Whilst Nas is serious enough to be recognised by several

authoritative guides as a leading lawyer in his field of

practice, his pastimes focus on less cerebral matters - for one

improving his skills at PS4 in anticipation of the next time that

Greg and Nas would face off.

In his spare time, Nas also enjoys fantasising about

producing his own olive oil from a modest family owned grove

located in Lebanon's West Bekaa Valley, and producing his

own maple syrup out of a maple grove in Quebec's Hautes

Laurentides.

Nas is currently painting a series titled "Spider-Man Saves

Syria" with a view to donating all proceeds of sale to aid

Syrian relief.
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Foundation Board

Michael Hajdasinski

Michael (Mike) Hajdasinski, was born in Poland and raised

in the Netherlands. He worked as a Shipping and Trade

lawyer for 15 years, through which he met, and came to be a

close friend of, the family.

He gave up this career to follow his dreams and become the

proud founder of an online auction platform, bringing

innovation and transparency to the trade and insurance

industry.

Being the son of Polish immigrants who had the courage to

escape from the communist regime in the 70s leaving

everything behind, Mike is passionate in the pursuit of his

own passions and in encouraging those bold enough to try.

This is where he found common ground with Greg, who was

passionate about all the ideas he had and was

compassionate towards those who were less fortunate than

him.
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Committees – A story of kinship
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Brother, sister, family and friends…partners in crime…it’s just the start

JT Mills

Youth Programme Ambassador

Rebecca Mills

Project Investigation

Anne Maud

Project Investigation

Youth Programme Team



Gregory’s Box of Humanity
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Contribution of Ideas
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With special thanks to:

All our friends who supported us in the development of 

this project and their ongoing contributions;

Michael and Nas for being on the Board with us, with 

their connection to Greg;

Carole Laugier for lending her talents to developing the 

logo, the illustrations, the presentation and the website;

Shahin for his drawings and creative energy; and Mo’s 

enthusiastic support;

All the young people and dear friends who are 

contributing with Gregory’s sister and brother to this 

adventure with their creativity, energy and smiles.
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A touch of good makes all the difference





www.thegregorymilllsfoundation.org


